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Abstract: Thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU) is a polymer material that has high ductility,
good biocompatibility and excellent abrasion resistance. These properties open a pathway to
manufacturing functional TPU parts for applications in various fields such as aerospace engineering,
medical devices and sports equipment. This study aims to investigate the mechanical properties of
additively manufactured TPU material affected by three different processing parameters, including build
orientation, mix ratio of the new and reused powders and post-processing. A series of material tests are
conducted on TPU dumb-bell specimens. It is found that the mix ratio of the new powder is the most
critical factor in improving the mechanical properties of the printed TPU parts. Compared to reused
powder, new powder has better particle quality and thermal properties. Besides, build orientation is
also a very important factor. TPU parts printed in flat and on-edge orientations show better tensile
strength and deformability than those printed in upright orientation. In addition, post-processing is
found to significantly enhance the deformability of TPU parts.

Keywords: thermoplastic polyurethane; TPU; selective laser sintering; mechanical properties;
build orientation

1. Introduction

Additive manufacturing (AM) technologies have many advantages over traditional manufacturing
methods [1]. They could significantly reduce the design and production cycle by using rapid
prototyping [2]. More importantly, they enable the production of parts with highly complex geometries,
such as those generated from a topology optimization process [3–8]. Selective laser sintering (SLS) is
one of the most widely used AM technologies, which employs a laser to sinter powder layer by layer
to form functional end-use components [9–12]. The schematic of SLS is shown in Figure 1. SLS has
been increasingly employed to manufacture functional parts in various areas, including aerospace [13],
medical engineering [14,15] and sports [16].

Thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU) is an additively manufacturable polymer material that has high
ductility, good hydrolysis resistance, excellent biocompatibility and great abrasion resistance [17–24].
It can be used in structures that require high ductility, such as energy-absorbing structures [25,26]
and wearable devices [27,28]. In the past, the effect of TPU powder on the mechanical properties of
printed parts has been studied by many researchers. Dadbakhsh et al. [29] investigated the influences
of the size and shape of TPU powder on SLS processability and mechanical properties of printed TPU
parts. The effects of powder bed temperature, laser energy density, powder particle size and powder
composition on the properties of laser-sintered TPU were studied by Gan et al. [30]. The powder flow,
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rheology of melt, shrinkage and hardening behavior involved in TPU sintering through the analysis
of four different TPU grades were examined by Verbelen et al. [31]. A systematic evaluation of the
physical and thermal properties of TPU powder for SLS was presented by Yuan et al. [32]. In all these
studies, the mechanical properties of additively manufactured TPU parts were found to be highly
dependent on the powder quality, especially the size and thermal behavior of particles.
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Figure 1. Schematic of selective laser sintering.

Build orientation also has a significant influence on the mechanical properties of additively
manufactured parts. Barba et al. [33] studied the effect of build orientation on the mechanical properties
of additively manufactured metal parts. Chacón et al. [34] characterized the effect of build orientation
on PLA samples. However, the effect of build orientation on the additively manufactured TPU parts
has not been studied previously.

Due to the powder particle size and layer-by-layer process, SLS parts inherently exhibit a rough and
grainy surface finish [35]. The surface finish could be improved by chemical treatment. The chemical
solvent could react with part of the surface to form a coating, thereby improving the corrosion resistance
and extending the service life of the product [36]. Previously, researchers have been focused on the
adhesion of polymer materials after chemical treatment [37,38], and very few studies have been reported
on the effect of post-processing on the mechanical properties of printed parts. However, it shall be noted
that the composition of the printed part may be changed by chemical treatment, leading to the changes of
mechanical properties.

In addition, during the SLS process, the un-sintered powder is exposed to field temperature and
serves as support for the printed parts (Figure 1). In order to save costs, after removing the printed
part, the un-sintered powder is generally mixed with new powder in a particular proportion for the
next processing round [39]. So far, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, no study has reported on
the influence of the mix ratio of the new powder and reused powder on the mechanical properties of
sintered parts.

Based on the above discussion, in this study, a series of experimental tests are conducted on TPU
dumb-bell specimens manufactured with an industrial SLS printer. The effects of three processing
parameters on the mechanical properties of 3D printed TPU parts are investigated, including build
orientation, post-processing and mix ratio. Besides, the microstructure and the thermal behavior of
TPU powder are characterized based on the test results obtained from scanning electron microscope
(SEM) and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). The findings of this research could provide clear
guidelines for the selection of processing parameters of additively manufactured TPU parts.
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2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Test Specimens

In this study, all specimens were printed using an industrial SLS machine (Farsoon Technologies-HS403,
Changsha, China) with the TPU powder type WANFAB-PU95AN. According to ISO37 standard
(Rubber, vulcanized or thermoplastic—Determination of tensile stress–strain properties) [40], the outline of
the dumb-bell pieces for tensile tests is shown in Figure 2. The dimensions of the dumb-bell are summarized
in Table 1. Figure 3 shows the 3D printed dumb-bell specimens.
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Table 1. Dimensions of the dumb-bell specimens [40].

Dimension Value (mm)

entry 1 data
A. Overall length (minimum) 115

B. Width of ends 25 ± 1
C. Length of the narrow portion 33 ± 2
D. Width of the narrow portion 6.2 ± 0.2

E. Transition radius outside 14 ± 1
F. Transition radius inside 25 ± 2

Test length 25 ± 0.5
Thickness 2 ± 0.2
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2.2. Processing Parameters

The processing parameters investigated in this study included build orientation, post-processing
and mix ratio, which are listed in Table 2. In this study, the parameter settings on the SLS machine
were consistent for all test specimens. The laser power was 55 W. The scanning speed and the scanning
space were set at 15.2 mm/s and 0.1 mm, respectively.

Table 2. Processing parameters used in this study.

Parameters Value

Build orientation Flat, on-edge, upright
Post-processing method Chemical treatment, none

Powder mix ratio
(new powder: reused powder) 3:7; 5:5; 10:0

2.2.1. Build Orientation

Build orientation refers to which orientation a printed part is placed on the print platform.
Thus, the printed part may show an anisotropic property, and it is essential to analyze the effect of
orientation on the mechanical properties of 3D printed TPU parts. In this study, three build orientations
were assessed: flat, on-edge and upright (Figure 4). The flat specimens were printed along the thickness
direction, whereas the on-edge and upright specimens were printed along the width and length
directions, respectively.
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2.2.2. Post-Processing

During post-processing, the chemical solvent would react with the surface of the printed part,
which may change the composition of the part. Therefore, it is necessary to study the effect of
post-processing on the mechanical properties of 3D printed TPU parts. In this study, the chemical
treatment was performed by immersing the printed part into an amide solvent for 3 min. Figure 5
shows the surfaces of the specimens with and without post-processing. As can be seen, the specimen
with post-processing has a white and smooth surface, whereas the specimen without post-processing
has a yellowish-white and grainy surface.
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2.2.3. Powder Mix Ratio

After SLS processing, the un-sintered powder was often recycled and reused. As TPU particles
may stick together during the SLS process, the large particles were filtered out from the un-sintered
powder using a sieve with a mesh size of 0.178 mm. However, the temperature in the SLS machine may
affect the thermoplastic properties of the un-sintered powder. In this study, three mix ratios commonly
utilized in industry are investigated: 30% new powder and 70% reused powder, 50% new powder
and 50% reused powder, and 100% new powder. A total of 8 sets of specimens were printed with ten
specimens in each set. Details of the test specimens are summarized in Table 3.

Table 3. Eight sets of specimens printed with different processing parameters.

Set Number Build Orientation Post-Processing Method Powder Mix Ratio
(New Powder: Reused Powder)

1 Flat Chemical treatment 3:7
2 On-edge Chemical treatment 3:7
3 Upright Chemical treatment 3:7
4 Flat None 3:7
5 On-edge None 3:7
6 Upright None 3:7
7 Flat None 5:5
8 Flat None 10:0

2.3. Tensile Test Setup

A 10 kN universal testing machine with a 250 N load cell was used for the tensile tests. The elongation of
the length of the specimen was measured by an extensometer. During the test, a small prestress (about 2 N)
was applied to the specimen to avoid bending. The tensile load was applied under displacement control at
a constant rate of 100 mm/min (Figure 6).
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2.4. Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM)

According to the literature [41,42], the ideal shape of the TPU powder is plump and spherical.
It is believed that a better powder shape could improve the quality of the printed parts. In this study,
a scanning electron microscope (SEM, Tescan-MIRA 3, Kohoutovice, Czech Republic) was used for
shape analysis to check the quality of the new powder and the reused powder.

2.5. Particle-Size Distribution (PSD)

Particle-size distribution is an index indicating the proportion of particle sizes in a sample
particle group. As particle size can influence the print process during SLS, PSD is important for the
understanding of TPU powder [43]. One of the most common methods of measuring the PSD is sieve
analysis (or gradation test), which contains a series of sieves with decreasing mesh sizes. The particles
pass through the sieves and the weight of material that is maintained at each level of sieving is
measured. In this study, a sieve analysis (Mastersizer-2000, Malvern, UK) was carried out to obtain
quantitative information about the difference in particle size distribution between the new powder and
the reused powder.

2.6. Melt Flow Rate (MFR)

MFR is a parameter which indicates the ease of the flow of the melted thermoplastics. It determines
the viscosity and quality of the thermoplastics. To obtain MFR, the melted TPU material would
flow through a specific capillary at a prescribed temperature and pressure, and the weight of the
material flowing through the capillary within 10 min is measured (melt flow indexer: XNR-400A,
Qingdao, China). According to ASTM standard 1238 (Standard test method for melt flow rates of
thermoplastics) [44], the test conditions for TPU are 230 ◦C/2.16 kg.

2.7. Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC)

As illustrated in Figure 1, a laser beam is used to selectively sinter the TPU powder deposited in a
thin layer during SLS processing. The heater in the SLS machine provides an appropriate processing
temperature (ambient temperature) to suppress the crystallization of the powder melted by the laser as
long as possible so that the sintered layers could better adhere to the next processing layer. Differential
scanning calorimetry (DSC, Mettler Toledo-Q2000, Columbus, OH, USA) could be used to measure
the thermal properties of the TPU powder. Figure 7 shows the typical DSC traces of TPU material.
The melting peak during heating and the crystallization peak during cooling are marked (red circles)
in the figure, and the ideal processing temperature (yellow area) is between melting and crystallization.
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In this study, the thermal properties of both the new powder and the reused powder were measured
by DSC. The tests were carried out under a nitrogen atmosphere to simulate the environment of SLS
processing. The powder was heated from 30 ◦C at a rate of 50 ◦C/min, and then cooled from 240 to
−70 ◦C at a rate of 10 ◦C/min.
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3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Effect of Build Orientation

The stress–strain relationships obtained from the tensile tests for sets 1, 2 and 3 are compared in
Figure 8. The averaged maximum tensile strength (TS) and the strain at break (εb) are tabulated in
Table 4.
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Figure 8. Stress–strain curves of specimens printed in three different directions.

Table 4. Average tensile test results of the specimens.

Set Number Build Orientation TS (MPa) εb (%)

1 Flat 6.32 110.46
2 On-edge 6.65 125.27
3 Upright 3.69 58.43
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As can be seen in Figure 8, all stress–strain curves demonstrate a non-linear behavior of SLS printed
TPU. The average maximum tensile strengths of specimens printed in flat and on-edge orientations are
similar (6.32 MPa and 6.65 MPa, respectively). The specimens printed in on-edge orientation have a
larger strain capacity with an average strain at break of 125.27%, whereas it is 110.46% for specimens
printed in flat orientation. Compared to flat and on-edge orientations, the specimens printed in upright
orientation show a significant drop in both tensile strength and strain capacity. The average maximum
tensile strength of the specimens printed in upright orientation is only 3.69 MPa, and the strain at break
is 58.43%. Figure 9 presents the average and standard deviation of the maximum tensile strength and
strain at break obtained from the experimental tests. It is worth noting that the samples printed in flat
orientation show larger variations in the test results than the others.
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Since TPU is highly non-linear even at a low strain level, the moduli of printed TPU specimens at
different strains are calculated and shown in Figure 10. It can be seen that the moduli of specimens
printed in flat and on-edge orientations are very close to slightly larger values for the specimen printed
in on-edge orientation when the strain is at extremely small and extremely large levels. The modulus
of specimen printed in upright orientation is significantly lower than those in flat orientation and
on-edge orientation.Polymers 2020, 12, x  9 of 16 
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The tensile test results are consistent with the studies where the specimens were printed using the
fused deposition modeling (FDM) technique [34]. The lower tensile strength, stiffness and deformability
obtained for the specimens printed in upright orientation are attributed to the weak bond between
the printed layers. In this study, the laser melts the powder in the processing layer, as illustrated in
Figure 11. As the heat is conducted from the processing layer to the sintered layer, a small area of the
sintered part is re-melted and bonded with the molten material. Thus, the interlayer bonding strength
is much higher than the bonding strength between the layers. In the tensile test, the specimens printed
in upright orientation are pulled in a direction perpendicular to the layers, leading to premature
bond failure.
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3.2. Effect of Post-Processing

The average tensile test results of the specimens without post-processing (sets 4, 5 and 6) and those
with post-processing (sets 1, 2 and 3) are summarized in Table 5, and compared in Figures 12 and 13.

Table 5. Average tensile test results of specimens with and without post-processing.

Set Build Orientation Post-Processing Method TS (MPa) εb (%)

1 Flat Chemical treatment 6.32 110.46
2 On-edge Chemical treatment 6.65 125.27
3 Upright Chemical treatment 3.69 58.43
4 Flat None 6.06 78.81
5 On-edge None 4.94 72.20
6 Upright None 3.63 41.45
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Figure 12 shows the comparison of the average maximum tensile strength of the specimens with
and without post-processing. As can be seen, post-processing has almost no effect on the tensile strength
of specimens printed in flat and upright orientations. The specimens printed in flat orientation have
the least number of layers, and the load is parallel to the layers, so the tensile strength mainly depends
on the strength of each layer. The specimens printed in upright orientation have the largest number of
layers, and the load is perpendicular to the layers. Hence, the tensile strength mainly depends on the
bond strength between layers. As post-processing does not affect the strength of each layer and the
bond strength between layers, its effect on the tensile strength of specimens printed in flat and upright
orientations is very limited. As for the specimens printed in on-edge orientation, the tensile strength is
increased by 34.6% compared to those without post-processing. This is because the specimens printed
in on-edge orientation have more layers than those printed in flat orientation. Although the applied
load is parallel to the layers during testing, delamination may occur due to the small angle between
the load and the layers, which could cause premature failure of the specimens. In this case, the tension
of the coating formed by the post-processing can suppress delamination, thereby increasing the tensile
strength of the specimen.

The comparison of the average strain at break of the specimens with and without post-processing is
illustrated in Figure 13. It can be seen that the strains at break are considerably increased for specimens
with post-processing. The strains at break are increased by 40.2%, 73.5% and 41.0%, respectively,
for post-processed specimens printed in flat, on-edge and upright orientations.

Figure 14 shows the comparison of the moduli of specimens with and without post-processing.
Since post-processing increases the deformability but has little influence on the tensile strength of TPU,
the moduli of specimens are reduced. Especially, when the strain is at a relatively low level, an obvious
discrepancy can be observed between the specimens with and without post-processing. However,
it shall also be noted that post-processing could generate a relatively constant Young’s modulus at
different strain levels.
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3.3. Effect of Powder Mix Ratio

The average tensile test results of the specimens with different powder mix ratios (sets 4, 7 and 8)
are listed in Table 6. All these specimens are printed in flat orientation without post-processing.
Figure 15 shows the comparison of the tensile test results of specimens with three different mix ratios.

Table 6. Average tensile test results of the specimens.

Set Number Mix Ratio (New Powder: Reused Powder) TS (MPa) εb (%)

4 3: 7 6.06 78.81
7 5: 5 13.81 233.91
8 10: 0 22.42 264.07
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It can be seen from Figure 15 that the mechanical behavior of specimens is dramatically influenced
by the mix ratio of the new powder and reused powder. Compared with the specimens printed with
30% new powder and 70% reused powder, the maximum tensile strength and the strain at break of
the specimens printed with 50% new powder and 50% reused powder are increased by 127.9% and
196.8%, respectively. The maximum tensile strength and the strain at break of the specimens printed
with 100% new powder are increased by 270.0% and 235.1%, respectively. In conclusion, the higher the
proportion of the new powder, the better the mechanical performance of the printed parts, however,
the cost is also higher.

In fact, the mechanical behavior of additively manufactured TPU parts is closely related to the
particle quality and thermal behavior of the powder [29]. Figures 16 and 17 show the selected SEM
images of the new powder and the reused powder. It can be seen in Figure 16 that the new TPU
powder contains plump particles with smooth surfaces and clear edges, whereas the particles of the
reused powder are shrunken (Figure 17), and they have rough surfaces and vague edges. Obviously,
the new powder has better particle quality compared to the reused powder.

Figure 18 shows the particle size distributions for the new powder and the reused powder. As can
be seen, no apparent difference in particle size is observed between the new powder and the reused
powder. However, it is worth noting that there is a small peak at about 1 µm on the curve of the new
powder, and the volume-weighted mean diameter of the reused powder (88.08 µm) is slightly larger
than the new powder (86.87 µm). This may be due to a small amount of solid-state diffusion that took
place (smaller particles fuse together to become larger particles) under the bed temperature.
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The flow rate values for the new powder and the reused powder are 74 g/10 min and 71 g/10 min,
respectively. The results show that the new powder’s flow rate value is marginally higher than the
reused powder, which means that it is easier for the new powder to be formed into the printed part.
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Figure 19 presents the DSC traces of the new powder and the reused powder. The heating trace of
the new powder shows a melting peak at around 171.8 ◦C, whereas no clear melting peak is observed
in the heating trace of the reused powder. The cooling traces of the new powder and the reused powder
show similar trends, with crystallization temperatures at 89.5 ◦C and 90.8 ◦C, respectively. The glass
transitions of the new powder and the reused powder are almost the same. It can be seen that the effect
of mix ratio mainly depends on whether the powder could be melted easily. Since the new powder
has a distinct melting peak on its heating curve, it is easy to melt under laser irradiation. Therefore,
the proportion of new powder should be increased if the products require better mechanical properties.
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The similar particle size distributions and flow rate values obtained for the new powder and
the reused powder demonstrate that the PSD and MFR have limited influence on the mechanical
properties of TPU specimens; whereas finer particle quality and proper thermal behavior could give
rise to better mechanical properties of the printed TPU structures.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, the material properties of thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU) specimens additively
manufactured using an industrial selective laser sintering (SLS) machine are studied. In particular,
the effects of build orientation, powder mix ratio and post-processing on the mechanical properties
of 3D printed TPU specimens are systematically investigated. The main findings from this study are
as follows.

• The most significant way to improve the mechanical properties of printed parts is to increase the
mix ratio of the new powder. The new powder has better particle quality and thermal properties,
which are more effective for SLS processing.

• TPU specimens printed in flat and on-edge orientations exhibit similar superior mechanical
properties. For the specimens printed in upright orientation, the tensile strength is about 40%
lower and the deformability is about 60% lower compared to the other two orientations.

• Post-processing can substantially enhance the deformability of the specimens. For flat, on-edge and
upright orientations, the deformability can be increased by 40.1%, 73.5% and 41.0%, respectively.

Results from this study provide much-needed experimental data for analyzing and optimizing
products made of additively manufactured TPU.
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